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Objective O1: Exchange practical experience in how to cooperate and develop 

cooperation between vocational schools and regional enterprises
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Does the cooperation between the project partners satisfy your

needs?

Do you agree that project has already positively influenced to

cooperation between vocational schools and your regional

enterprises?

Do you think that the efforts should be increased for the

strengthening cooperation between project partners in order to

achieve this objective before the project ends?

Would you like that the cooperation should be continued

between project partners after project ends?

Do you look forward to participate in a new application for this

project partnership continuation/extension?

Positive Neutral Negative

%
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Objective O2: 

Exchange 

practical 

experience in 

how to develop 

and finance 

regional CNC 

and robotics 

centres as part 

of vocational 

education in 

order to serve 

young people 

and provide life 

long learning to 

meet the 

regional needs 

within this field
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Have you already obtained new practical experience in developing

and financing regional CNC and robotics centers as a part of

vocational education in order to serve young people and provide life

Do you think that it is necessary to increase activity in order to

achieve this objective before the project ends?

Do you think that there is no financial resources in your country to

finance from National Budget regional CNC and robotics centers as a

part of vocational education in order to serve young people and

Do you think that there should be much bigger financial support from

EU and EEA grants to finance regional/international CNC and robotics

centers as part of vocational education in order to serve young

Are you ready to cooperate with other companies and schools from

your country/region in order to build/run CNC and robotics centers as

a part of vocational education not being afraid of competition?

Would you prefer to run individual project to built own CNC and

robotics centre only for your labors’ training because of possible

increase in competition?

Would you prefer to participate in project to build/run CNC and

robotics centre with partners only from other counties with bigger

guaranties not only to compete because of possible increase in

Do you think that in nearest future the National Authorities of your

country will substantially help in CNC and robotics centre

development in your country?

Do you prefer to send yours personnel to partners abroad to be

trained in CNC and Robotics?

Are ready to spend 5 % of your company annual profit to

built/support regional CNC and robotics training centers?

Do you prefer to spend 15 % of your company annual profit to

built/support your own CNC and robotics training centre?

Positive Neutral Negative %
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Objective

O3: Develop 

at least 4 

teaching 

modules/ 

lessons, 2 

within the 

field of CNC 

and 2 within 

the field of 

robotics, and 

exchange 

practical 

experience
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How can you evaluate already achieved results in the

development on 2 teaching modules within the field of CNC?

How you can evaluate already achieved results in the

development on 2 teaching modules within the field of robotics?

Does the exchange of practical experience between the project

partners satisfy your needs?

Would you like to participate in a new application for the

teaching modules/lessons development within the field of CNC

and robotics, also exchange practical experience?

Are you ready to cooperate with other companies and schools of

your country/region in order to create designed teaching

modules/lessons applied only to your country within the field of

Would you prefer to run individual project to create only to your

company/school needs adopted teaching modules/lessons

within the field of CNC and robotics because of possible

Would you prefer to participate in a project to create teaching

modules/lessons within the field of CNC and robotics with

partners only from other counties with bigger guaranties not just

Do you think that in nearest future your country National

Authorities will substantially help in creating teaching

modules/lessons within the field of CNC and robotics in your

Do you prefer to send yours personnel to partners abroad to be

trained in CNC and Robotics using already existing there

teaching modules/lessons within the field of CNC and robotics?

Positive Neutral Negative %
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Objective O4: Prepare Leonardo da Vinci mobility activities (for teachers,

trainers and students) between the regions
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Do you still think that there exists the need to prepare new project

Leonardo da Vinci mobility activities (for teachers, trainers and students)

between the regions?

Do you think that it is necessary to increase activity in order to achieve

this objective before the project ends?

Are you ready to cooperate with your country/region other companies

and schools in order to prepare Leonardo da Vinci project for mobility

activities (for teachers, trainers and students) between the regions?

Do you think that in nearest future your country National Authorities will

substantially help in Leonardo da Vinci mobility activities (for teachers,

trainers and students) between the regions development in your country?

Positive Neutral Negative

%
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Objective O5: Be better skilled to practice a common foreign language; English, 

with special focus on terminology within the fields of CNC and robotics
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Do your skills in English with special focus on terminology within the

fields of CNC and robotics have been improved up till now because of your

participation in this project?

Do you agree that English should be the common language for the teaching

material in CNC and robotics preparation?

Do you think that prepared teaching in CNC and robotics material should

be translated into your national language, as there is problematic to your

staff understand English material?

Do you think that it is very important to continue our partnership in CNC

and robotics, preparing Leonardo da Vinci mobility project for your

company staff, in order to help them to practice in English with focus on

terminology within the fields of CNC an

Positive Neutral Negative

%
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Overall project management evaluation
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Are you satisfied with your role in the project, partnership and

distribution of tasks?

How can you evaluate overall project management?

How can you evaluate information about project good experience

and project achievements information dissemination?

How can you evaluate information of exchange on mutual project

activities?

What is your opinion about the project Website www.rup.no ?

Does the project implementation time schedule satisfy your needs?

Are the already achieved results useful to you?

Are the already achieved results visible in your country and do they

help you for the cooperation between vocational training centers

Has the obtained experience already helped your company to

purchase new technology (CNC and robots)? 

Has the obtained experience already helped your company to

increase in production?

Do the project results helped to the vocational sector of your

country?

Positive Neutral Negative

%
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Relevance for the objectives of the programme
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To improve the quality and to increase the volume of mobility throughout Europe

of people involved in initial vocational education and training and in continuing

To improve the quality and to increase the volume of cooperation between

institutions or organizations providing learning opportunities, enterprises, social

To facilitate the development of innovative practices in the field of vocational

education and training other than at tertiary level, and their transfer, including

To improve the transparency and recognition of qualifications and competences,

including those acquired through non-formal and informal learning; (LEO-OpObj-

To encourage the learning of modern foreign languages; (LEO-OpObj-5)

To support the development of innovative ICT-based content, services,

pedagogies and practice for lifelong learning. (LEO-OpObj-6)

- Integration of companies in a specific European network of partners

- Quality assurance in European projects by clear tasks and responsibilities of

each participating partner

- Development of transnational understanding of cooperation between training

institutions and “customers” of vocational education as the enterprises benefit

- The level of language competence for all partners and the motivation to deal

with transnational opportunities in Europe

- The development of motivation for individual mobility in further mobility

projects between the partners when they understand each other much better is a

- As the conditions of the countries are different, the benefit for all is to be

expected very high. A measure of preparatory visits of some of the partners

Positive Neutral Negative

%
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Suggestions for better implementation of the project and 

advice for further cooperation

•To achieve sustainability of the established partnership;

•To make longer visits (1 – 3 weeks);

•To extend networking team;

•Integration of leaders, teachers, workers, apprentices;

•To include exchange of the supervision/management experience;

•More mobilities for the leaders / decision makers;

•Teaching the teachers to teach;

•Individual mobilities for young participants;

•To extend practice on language skills and terminology 

understanding (to prepare dictionary of CNC and Robotics 

terminology);

•To prepare Innovation transfer project.
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